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FrameworkFramework

ITSLEIF Network / Task A of the JRA2 / high-quality
atomic ion beams

www.its-leif.org

It is the main objective of the project to create a platform for
interdisciplinary research based on the use of high-quality low-

energy ion beams (from few eV up to 25 keV). ITS LEIF will
combine the effort of 5 research infrastructures in 5 EU

countries.

The Physics

Ion collisions with Atoms, Clusters, Surfaces and
Biomolecules



To Increase the brightness of a beam

It means…

-To decrease the emittance of the extracted beam

- To increase the ion current extracted from the source

By biasing negatively the plasmaBy biasing negatively the plasma
electrodeelectrode

The IdeaThe Idea……

HowHow……



Original paper:

R. Leroy et al.
“Ecris optimisation for

on-line production”,
ECRIS’95, Riken, April

1995, Japan (1995)

Some historySome history……



The principleThe principle……
VVpepe= 0V= 0V

VVpepe == --30 V30 V
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The formulaThe formula……



MONO1000 : singlyMONO1000 : singly
charged ECRIScharged ECRIS

SUPERSHyPIESUPERSHyPIE : multi: multi
charged ECRIScharged ECRIS

All permanent magnet
No hexapole

RF frequency => 2.45 GHz
Up to 200W

Coaxial _ wave guide adaptation
Air cooling system

Single gap extraction
Plasma electrode  = 7 mm
Puller electrode  = 10 mm

P. Jardin, RSI, 72 (2) 789 2002

Coils + permanent magnet
Hexapole

RF frequency => 14.5 GHz
Up to 1000 W

Direct RF injection
Water cooling system
Single gap extraction

Plasma electrode  = 13 mm
Puller electrode  = 20 mm

L. Maunoury, RSI, 72 (2) 561 2002

TheThe ECRISECRIS’’ss……



Two software packages were chosen : SIMION3D and CPO 3D

SIMION3D

Advantages

Fast => a couple of hours
Cheap
Easy to use

Disadvantage

Space charge effect

=> Allow to test many configurations

CPO 3D

Advantage

Space charge effect

Disadvantages

Slow => a couple of days
Expensive
Cares should be paid special attention
when using it

=> Allow to simulate accurately few solutions

Main comparisons and results in this paper

C. Pierret et al., Preliminary results of the ion extraction simulations applied to the
MONO1000 and SUPERSHyPIE electron cyclotron resonance ion sources, RSI, 79 02B703 (2008)

Simulations: General assumptionsSimulations: General assumptions



CPO 3DSIMION 3D

Case ofCase of SUPERSHyPIESUPERSHyPIE



Random generation of the ions
 = 15 mm
 Plasma potential 8 eV
 Ion energy 0.1 eV
Angle of emission ± 90°
Brightness calculated
at 65 mm from the EP

Random generation of the ions
 = 15 mm
 Higher is the charge more
concentrated is the distribution
 Plasma potential 8 eV
 Ion energy 1 eV
Angle of emission ± 90°
Brightness calculated
at 70 mm from the EP

Case of MONO1000 Case of SUPERSHyPIE



Ar1+ case at low energy (5/8 keV)

Simulations with theSimulations with the
MONO1000 ECRISMONO1000 ECRIS



Ar1+ case at high energy (15 keV)
CPO calculations



Ar1+ case at high energy (15 keV)
CPO calculations

Combination of Emittance and Ion transmissionCombination of Emittance and Ion transmission
from the previous slidefrom the previous slide



The test bench

The MONO1000 ECRIS

The double focusing
Analyze magnet

Brmax = 0.244 T.m

The new extraction box

The vertical and
Horizontal slit sets

The Faraday cup
The plasma

electrode in detail

The Experiment with theThe Experiment with the
MONO1000 ECRISMONO1000 ECRIS



Movable slits with an aperture dx

Beam profile monitor

Emittance measurement methodEmittance measurement method

J. Mandin, PhD-Thesis, Caen University (1997)



Typical spectrum ofTypical spectrum of KrKrqq++

Extraction voltage of 7 kV
Calibrated leak => 2.2 pµA of Kr
Vep = -10 V
Total extracted current 0.5 mA
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Case Vpe = 0 V Case Vpe = -30 V

DecreaseDecrease ofof thethe emittanceemittance
of 42.6%of 42.6%

Vertical emittance analyzed such to have 63% of the current in the emittance

TypicalTypical emittanceemittance ofof 8484KrKr++ beambeam



Evolution of theEvolution of the emittanceemittance withwith VVepep
For theFor the 8484KrKr++ beambeam

Total beam => 2 eµA of Kr1+

=> 0.74 eµA of Kr1+
=> 1.26 eµA of Kr1+
=> 1.80 eµA of Kr1+



IncreaseIncrease ofof thethe brightnessbrightness
ofof thethe beambeam forfor VVpepe == --30V30V

Evolution of the relative brightnessEvolution of the relative brightness
withwith VVepep for thefor the 8484KrKr++ beambeam



Simulations with theSimulations with the
SUPERSHyPIESUPERSHyPIE ECRISECRIS

A realistic case has been chosen / only CPO results will be showed
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ArArqq++ andand OOqq++ initial distributioninitial distribution
Itotal = 6.6 emA
Vextraction = 15 kV



Evolution of the relative brightnessEvolution of the relative brightness
withwith VVepep for the whole extracted beamfor the whole extracted beam



Evolution of the relative brightnessEvolution of the relative brightness
withwith VVepep for thefor the OOqq++ extracted beamextracted beam



Evolution of the relative brightnessEvolution of the relative brightness
withwith VVepep for thefor the ArArqq++ extracted beamextracted beam



Installation => during theInstallation => during the
second half year 2008second half year 2008

Under operation 14.5 GHz =>Under operation 14.5 GHz =>
january 2009january 2009

Sketch of the GTSSketch of the GTS

Will be intalled instead ofWill be intalled instead of
the SUPERSHyPIE ECRISthe SUPERSHyPIE ECRIS

++

Test of this method applied to a multichargedTest of this method applied to a multicharged
ECRIS => validation or not of this techniqueECRIS => validation or not of this technique

Next experimentsNext experiments……

See you at theSee you at the
next ICIS 2009 !!next ICIS 2009 !!

An experiment is planned also next year with theAn experiment is planned also next year with the
ATOMKI ECRISATOMKI ECRIS



More studiesMore studies……
From the results above, the negative bias of plasma electrodeFrom the results above, the negative bias of plasma electrode

seems to be enhancing the brightness of the beam extracted fromseems to be enhancing the brightness of the beam extracted from
an ECRISan ECRIS

BUTBUT
Many studies should be undertaken:Many studies should be undertaken:

 From the simulation point of viewFrom the simulation point of view::

 Enhancement of the initial ion distribution (gaussian distributEnhancement of the initial ion distribution (gaussian distribution, bohm criterion etc...ion, bohm criterion etc...
 Simulation of the whole test bench for a better comparison withSimulation of the whole test bench for a better comparison with the experimentthe experiment
 Introduction of the space charge compensationIntroduction of the space charge compensation
 Feedback with a large amount of data is neededFeedback with a large amount of data is needed

 From the experiment point of viewFrom the experiment point of view::

 Experiments with several multicharged ECRISExperiments with several multicharged ECRIS
 Dependency on the brightness enhancement with the Charge state,Dependency on the brightness enhancement with the Charge state, Extraction voltage,Extraction voltage,
Masses, Gap between plasma electrode and puller electrode etc...Masses, Gap between plasma electrode and puller electrode etc...
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